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There are a number of annual winter migration traditions in Southern
California. The whales swim south to mate and frolic in rugged Baja. The
swallows fly south to mate and nest in scenic Capistrano. The Porsche
Owners Club drives northeast to Willow Springs International Raceway
in nearly-glamorous Rosamond to race. (Mating rituals not documented
here. You’re welcome.) This historic racing facility has seen numerous
improvements and upgrades in the more than half century “Big” Willow has
welcomed those with a need for speed. But what hasn’t changed is one of
the most challenging turns on any road course nationwide – Turn 9.
Just in case you’ve never driven Big Willow and/or live in a cave and have
no internet access to the thousands of in-car videos available, Turn 9 is a flat
decreasing radius turn that connects the two fastest sections of the track;
the lengthy Turn 8 sweeper (in which a driver should have his right foot
planted firmly on the floor) and the front straight (where a leaden right foot
is also necessary). The Turn 9 apex has a distinct dip in it. If you feel your
car “bounce” through that dip you know you nailed the apex. You don’t feel
the bump? You missed it. Try again. For more than 50 years, generations
of drivers racing against other drivers or racing the clock have found Turn 9
to be the difference between winning and losing.
My earliest memories of Willow Springs Turn 9 are forever linked to my first
driving instructor, friend and mechanic in charge of keeping my beloved
911E running, John “Otto” Williamson. From my passenger seat, Otto’s
instructions for Turn 9 were simple, direct and grew in volume with each
mistake I made; “Get out to the edge of the track. The edge of the track.
THE EDGE GODDAMIT!” Followed by his favorite phrase, “GAS-GAS-GAS!” I
clearly remember the first time he felt I nailed the proper entry because my
pulse quintupled getting my drivers side wheels WAY too close to the dirt just
beyond the edge of Turn 9.
CUT TO: 14 years later, Feb. 10, 2018, and a brutal winter crosswind howls
across Turn 9 sending dirt clouds spiraling into the air and launching
tumbleweeds the size of bears from the infield into cars that have no choice
but to drive into and pulverize them. My low horsepower, lightweight, 48
year old 240Z (featuring the same “aero advantage” of a UPS delivery van)
is being blown to the edge of Turn 9 by Mother Nature so my pulse has
quintupled once again. And I’m asking myself, “Do I love Turn 9? Or do I
hate it?” My answer is an emphatic, “Yes.” If “0” is hate with the power of
10,000 suns and “10” is absolute love and adoration, how would I rate Turn
9? A conflicted 5. I love the challenge and how each time I drive it I have
no choice but to step out of my comfort zone. And I despise Turn 9 for those
same reasons.
So in honor of the Winter Olympic games in South Korea (“You know, Kids,
when I was little, skiing backwards was something an Olympic athlete only
did just before he or she broke every bone in their body.”), I decided to get
other POC “Judges” to score Turn 9…
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ANDREW WEYMAN rated it an enthusiastic 9. He loves coming out of 8 just
right, “Pushing myself in turn 9. Love testing my fortitude and confidence.”
He finds great satisfaction accelerating out of Turn 9 and checking his exit
speed, knowing he continues to improve. That being said, he has gone off
in 9, spun, and then shot across the track into the infield. His rating then?
No number. Just, “Holy s***!”
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DAVE BUCKHOLZ created a scale of his own and rated Turn 9 at a negative
2.2. He wasn’t sure if it was a technical matter. That he just doesn’t have
the cojones for it. Or maybe a combination of both. But he’s humble and
knows he’s got some work to do to get better and faster through Turn 9.

HEINZ BAUER
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Meanwhile, Dave’s son VANIS BUCKHOLZ rates Turn 9 a 7. He told me it
was fun. That he enjoyed getting on the gas there. Then asked he, “Where’s
Turn 9?” Kids these days.
KAREN ROBINSON also gave Turn 9 a 7 rating. Said she really enjoys it.
She’s still working on the whole “smooth is fast” technique there. She’s
never gone off in 9 and does get a little anxious on turn in worried if she’s setting up her car
properly to get through it.
ANA PREDESCU gives Turn 9 her maximum 10 approval rating. “That’s where I make most of my
passes and catch people. It’s fun.” She’s gone off there, which was scary, but found the limits of
her car so that was a positive. She told me her dad went off there and lost a door! Yikes.
JOHN ARMSTRONG gives Turn 9 a 6. Thinks
it’s a great turn. Feels like his biggest problem
is that he doesn’t carry enough speed out of
8 into 9 and then brakes too hard in 9 so
he’s not exiting onto the all-important front
straight with maximum velocity. (Story of my
freakin’ life.)
PAUL BARNES loves Turn 9 and rates it a 9
except when driving into it during the winter
races with the late afternoon setting sun which blinds the drivers. In that case, his rating plummets
to a 3.
BRENDON SHAY rates Turn 9 an 8. He likes it because it’s great for passing, especially going past
someone not expecting a pass.
POC President RON PALMER rates Turn 9 a below average 4.5. He calls it “The Last Pucker.” (No
further comment from your author but feel free to fill in your joke here.)
LOGAN BANNER is relatively new to the POC and rates Turn 9 a 5 or 6. It doesn’t bother him but it
doesn’t excite him either. “Just another corner. You learn how to do it right and it isn’t an issue.”
ERIC OVIATT rates Turn 9 a 9. For him, it’s the “Do or Die” corner. He feels like no matter how
good you’ve done on any lap, you can screw it all up in 9. “When you’re qualifying, you seal the
deal in Turn 9.” Growing up in the Southwest, he’s sure it’s one of the most important corners you
learn to drive.
DUANE SELBY feels it’s the most critical turn at Big Willow. It can be the scariest and the most
rewarding. From a Legend perspective, he rates it an 8 or 9. He gives it a 7 if his car is set-up
properly. And a 4 or 5 if his car isn’t set up properly. (My only option here was to do an Olympic
style scoring by throwing out Duane’s high and low scores and averaging the remaining numbers
which puts his rating at a 6.6. In addition, Duane gave me an insightful, eloquent description of
his driving approach to a successful Turn 9 experience while speaking into my iPhone so I could
review his sage recommendations later. Then later, I discovered he was speaking to me just as
Saturday’s wind storm was peaking so the majority of his vast knowledge was drowned out in wind
noise. Dammit.)
MARTIN SCHACHT’S advice for anyone driving Turn 9 was simple. “Better stay wide. Better look
for the tower. And you better hit the apex. Or you’re going in the dirt.” He rated it a 5. “Because
it’s horrifying.”
MIKE TAKAKI rates Turn 9 with an 8. He considers it a challenging turn that he learned how to
drive by going faster and faster until he went off. And while going off was very scary, he now he
feels confident he knows the absolute limit of what his car can do there. Racing there he’s gone
in 4 cars wide which he described as “interesting.”
DON MATZ rates it a 5. He says that after running the track for over 15 years, Turn 9 continues
to be the one he most respects of any turn on all the other tracks he’s run. He’s had a couple offs
there. The most dramatic was 10 years ago where his car nearly rolled. But as scary as it seems,
Turn 9 also offers opportunities. He’s used it twice to win on the last lap of some memorable races.
And speaking of wind, a few years ago in a race the wind literally lifted his car as he was setting
up for Turn 9. His back end came around and was sideways at about 90 mph. Remembering what
happened in 2005 in turn 4 at Laguna when he over-corrected by turning against the over-steer,
winding up on the opposite side of the track in a tire wall, this time he turned into the spin, did a
double 360 and kept going. “Thrashed a tire but didn’t hit anyone. Amen.” Indeed.
So 15 Drivers polled gave Turn 9 a total of 95.4 points leaving us with an average POC rating of
6.4. We like it slightly more than we hate it. It’s clear that no one takes it lightly. It’s a turn that
demands every driver’s full attention and respect. Cause when you go off there, it’s a very bumpy,
VERY dirty ride that you won’t want to repeat any time soon. Ask me how I know. :)
-SP.S. While I have completely skipped over mentioning any of the exciting driving action we all
witnessed over this last Willow Springs event weekend in the Red and Orange races or during
the Time Attack and PDS run sessions, it would be nearly criminal for me not to mention that the
heated competition in the Spec Boxster Race Class continues to be super intense and wonderfully
entertaining. It’s been a long time since the club had all those similarly prepared V3/R5 911
competitors delivering legendary competitive on-track battles. Now, we have an even higher level
of competition between a bigger number of nearly identically prepared Boxsters piloted by a really
deep pool of POC talent. Excellent work, Ladies and Dudes.
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Porsche Irvine Grand Opening
John Payne

Merriam-Webster defines lollapalooza as “one that is extraordinarily impressive;
also an outstanding example”.
Well, folks, the Porsche Irvine Grand Opening on Valentine’s Day evening was a Lollapalooza on
steroids! A truly fantastic large scale party that ran like a finely tuned Swiss watch, er I mean
Porsche! Just as you’d expect. Everything was perfection!
But let’s go back to the beginning for a minute.
In my mission to secure new Sponsors for
the Club last year, I called on several Porsche
dealerships and gave my usual pitch with no
result. And then one day in September, I was
speaking with my celebrity sister in Seattle, told
her what I was doing and she said, “I have a
good friend who is currently opening what will
be the largest Porsche dealership in the U.S.
Why don’t you talk to him?”
Bingo! That turned out to be Kjell Schei (pronounced “Chell Shy”), Dealer Principal of the new
Porsche Irvine. Two days later Kjell and I were having lunch at Maggianos in Costa Mesa. An Instant
Sponsor! More importantly now, a great friend.
Kjell started out washing cars for the Barriers in Seattle about 21 years ago. They owned several
dealerships in the area including Porsche, Mercedes, Audi and Volvo. Working his way up from the
wash rack to V.P Operations for all four dealerships, Kjell ultimately became one of the owners.
In reflection, the most successful people I’ve known over the years have been able to see opportunities
and make decisions quickly. Such is and was the case with Kjell, so I wasn’t surprised when he
said about halfway through lunch, “Great, let’s do this,” referring to Porsche Irvine becoming a POC
Sponsor.
So, fast forward to Valentine’s Day. What was the last party you’ve been to with over 1,600 guests?
In my case, I don’t recall one that large so I thought there might be mass bedlam. Instead, 873 cars
were seamlessly handled by 26 valets in a constant, well-organized stream with over 1,600 guests
led to the front door of this magnificent new dealership including about 150 POCers.
The party budget started out mid five figures initially planned for about 500 guests. Eventually, the
budget more than quadrupled and the guest list more than tripled!
As guests entered the valet parking area, the first
thing they saw were about a dozen great looking
Porsche racecars, mostly from the POC. So, thanks
to Dwain Dement for bringing Dan Davis’ turbo,
Duane Selby’s monster Cayman and Jim Salzer’s
Cayman; thanks to Mark and Laura Hergesheimer
for bringing Tom Mueller’s 996 GT3R and Scott
McPhearson’s 997 GT3 Cup car; thanks to Tim
Kretzschmar for bringing his Martini Tribute car; and thanks to Michael Essa for bringing my new
Killer Bee Gen ll Cayman with a Cup motor.
Ray Shahi who won the Championship in the Platinum Class in the Pirelli Cup last year had Greg
Franz, former POC President, bring the Competent Motorsports hauler, a few Pirelli Cup cars and
Dr. Alex Marmureanu’s GTR as well, so it was a little like old home week with Greg there. And
after getting to know Ray, he said he’d love to come and run with POC. So it looks like we’ll be
adding a new competitor in our Red group
Adding to the excitement and glamour of the cars, a really excellent 10-piece band was playing
70s music on a stage in what is normally the main new car showroom. Food stations, piled high
with delectables, were strategically placed throughout the main showroom, the massive shop
area and the upstairs; and you could get your risotto prepared with any of about a dozen different
ingredients. The bars were cranking out anything that anyone ordered, and servers with a myriad
of appetizers were roaming throughout. It was non-stop food and beverage. And plenty of it.
After viewing all the racecars, taking in the music in the showroom and finding our way to the
downstairs bar, we made it to the shop which was filled with priceless classic street and race cars:
550s, 906s, 4 cam Carreras, Carrera GTs, 918s etc. We’re talkin’ major eye candy here, OK?
Around 7pm, the band departed the stage, and a
thousand or so of us gathered around to hear Kjell
speak along with Detlev von Platen, a Member of
Porsche’s Executive Board and head of Worldwide
Sales and Marketing; Mike Jackson, CEO and
Chairman of AutoNation; Hurley Haywood, infamous
racecar driver who won LeMans and the 24 Hours of
Daytona in the same year; Jeff Zwart, the owner of
eight wins in the Pikes Peak Hill Climb race; and Christina Nielsen, Porsche’s newest factory driver
and first woman factory driver.
A special plaque was given to Kjell by von Platen and Jackson with best wishes for the future
success of what they hope will be their largest Porsche dealership in the U.S.
The bottom line is this was one incredible large scale party, extremely well organized without a
hitch, just as you’d expect from Porsche. Those of us who were there from POC could see firsthand not only the quality in the marque that we all love, but also the quality in this dealership for
which Porsche has the highest hopes and expectations!
We are truly fortunate to have Porsche Irvine as one of our Sponsors.
Back to Top
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2017: A Season Racing at the
back of the Red Group

Frank Powell
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This story starts and ends at Willow Springs. After my second POC racers clinic at WSIR in December
2013, I raced off and on with both POC and PCA as time permitted. Not until 2017 did my work
and the POC schedules line up so I could run the season. The schedule had a good mix of all the
best courses in California and time to prep the car between races. My “teammate” Dan Carusillo
couldn’t make all of the races, but David Quesnel (aka DQ) took time off from racing to help us keep
our cars on the track and ready to go. Now that we’ve run the last race of 2017 at WSIR, I’ve had
time to reflect on the differences between a championship series and a single race, and I thought it
would be interesting to recap the year. I know this story is focused on my experiences and my class
but it’s the only way I could capture an entire season in
an article—it would take a book to cover more.
My first question for 2017 was what class to run with my
1986 Carrera and its new 3.2L motor from Kevin Roush
at GAS Motorsports. At the 2016 finale I had prepped my
car for V1, and the race director let me choose between
Orange and Red groups. I chose Orange and had a blast
racing near the front of the pack. I was highly impressed
with the quality of racing in the SCR gang and learned a lot running wheel to wheel with Mike
Takaki in Turn 8 and getting taken to school by Steve Alarcon, who won all three races. But while
talking with Ira Ramin between races, he convinced me that we could have fun racing in GT4 at
the back of the Red group. This sounded good, so I committed to running GT4 in the Red group for
the 2017 season. Ironically, Ira never came out to race with us.
The 2017 season opener at WSIR proved just as exciting with Red as it had been with Orange. I only
finished 16th, but there was plenty of racing with six GT4s and some GT3s and Cup cars turning
similar times. Notably, I had some very close racing with Brett Gaviglio that foreshadowed the rest
of our season in GT4. We had different strengths on different parts of the track, and it made for
great racing. We split the weekend, with Gaviglio taking 1st in GT4 on Saturday and me winning
on Sunday.
The March race at Buttonwillow provided the first swing of the inevitable pendulum. Gaviglio
arrived with cool new graphics on #428, but mechanical gremlins limited him to the bottom step
of the podium. Charlie Persico came in 2nd both races, and Dan Carusillo mixed it up with us in
his 1976 911 3.3L with MFI running in V1. My car handled the best it ever had at Buttonwillow,
thanks to some super-tuner tricks from DQ. I won GT4 in both Red races that weekend and was
encouraged to run the championship series with DQ’s help.
Next up in April was the California Festival of Speed at Auto Club Speedway where POC and PCA
Club Racers got to duke it out. A big thanks to Ron Palmer and the rest of the POC board, as well
as local and national PCA officials, for pulling this off. GT4 ran with the Blue group, so we were at
the front of the field trying to keep a swarm of Spec Boxsters and a handful of Spec 911s behind
us. GT4 cars in PCA can be much faster than in POC. The weight limit for a given class in PCA is
determined by displacement (in other words, the maximum theoretical horsepower that money can
buy), while the weight limit in POC is determined by horsepower measured on a dyno. So I was
surprised to take pole for Saturday’s Blue race by 0.1 sec over Maurice Smith of Memphis in his
PCA GT4. However, during qualifying Maurice was still adjusting to the banked turns on the Roval.
By race time he had them figured out, as he demonstrated with an overall win in the Blue Sprint,
turning a 1:49-flat best lap.
According to the PCA rules in force at CFOS, the fast time in Sprint 1 determines the grid for Sprint
2, and I was off-pole on Sunday. I couldn’t believe my eyes when Smith pulled over on the first
lap with mechanical problems, and I started thinking I could do POC proud by winning the race.
However, on lap four Bob Mueller stormed into the lead after starting dead last, and I finished in
2nd, over a minute behind. Mueller showed what a GT4 car in PCA is really capable of by turning a
1:44.9, and he put a POC driver on the top step of the podium. You’ll notice no mention of my main
rival--Gaviglio skipped CFOS. I would repay the “favor” later at Laguna Seca. Still, there was lots of
good racing with Charlie Persico behind me on Saturday. Jeff Schmidt and Peter Czajkowski have
gotten the best of me at many PCA races, but this Sunday I beat them.
The May races started back at Willow Springs with the Tribute to Le Mans. As excited as I was to run
the enduro as a team with Ron Palmer and Peter Czajkowski, this turned out to be my lost weekend.
I never got going, and I couldn’t find anything wrong with the car to blame. Gaviglio owned GT4,
out-qualifying me both days and winning both Red races. I struggled to 2nd on Saturday, followed
by Chick Richardson, Czajkowski, and Bruce Wing. The enduro on Saturday afternoon was a blast,
although the setting sun in Turns 2 and 9 was a challenge for me as the tercero of our Tres Burros
team. I wasn’t able to put in the times we needed, and we finished in 10th with 98 laps. Sunday
was no better, and I ended up 3rd in class behind Gaviglio and Richardson.
The next weekend in May I ran a PCA Club Race at Buttonwillow. This isn’t part of my POC GT4
season but worth reporting. I qualified 5th overall and 1st in GT4 but never made it past Turn 3,
where I was T-boned by a GT3 trying to win it in the first lap. He cut across the dirt and drove into
my new right rear wheel—DNF. We retrieved the fiberglass flare that popped off and was run
over by the field, to rivet back on. We replaced the bent wheel, and Steve Groskemper from Black
Forest helped DQ “set the toe to go.” I started Sprint 2 in 20th position and had fun driving up to
5th overall, but there was no way to catch Carusillo who won GT4. However, it turns out there was
more damage to my suspension than we realized, and as the POC season continued, it took us too
long to figure that out.
Summer provided a break to catch up from some of the mayhem. There were no POC races in June
and July, but I did get to Sonoma with PCA at the end of June. I encourage everyone to run with POC
there in 2018, but make sure your car meets the sound limits. If not, you will miss fun and valuable
track time, as I can attest to after being black-flagged during a race. In August, I learned even more
about sound limits with POC at Laguna Seca by working the grid instead of racing. This was a
budget-versus-scheduling decision, which is part of the reality of running a championship season
(for me anyway). Bryan Shackelford at Track Fast Motorsport can tell you more about budgets.
I used six sets of Hoosier R7s from him to run the season and couldn’t have done it without his
trackside support.
Working instead of racing at Laguna Seca resulted in
one of the most interesting weekends of the season,
and I certainly learned a lot. I knew it was hard work to
run the races, but I didn’t really understand all of the
challenges. Not only do we need to coordinate the races
with Time Attack, but this weekend involved another club
(Trackmasters) running Time Attack as well. Things got
so complicated that John Gordon elected not to race on
Saturday. Consequently, he was in the starter’s box with a
perfect view of a scary accident in the Red race--and even
scarier racing around the accident. As race director, Gordon took the appropriate step of calling a
drivers’ meeting on Sunday morning to review the flags and racing rules.
My experiences working the grid convinced me that the crew are capable problem solvers, although
they do need guidance from the starter and race director--and probably less confusing input from
us racers. For example, when the Orange group was gridding on Saturday, a driver near the front
handed a scribbled note to the grid crew that reversed the first ten cars from their qualifying order
(like an Australian pursuit). Without any confirmation for this change from the race director, the
crew (correctly) used the published grid sheet. My experience also hammered home the point that
the grid crew is only the messenger for bad news. When I sent a driver to the pits for exceeding the
sound limit, or had to tell Orange racers that their race was canceled because a first lap accident
couldn’t be cleaned up in time, I recognized the angry looks. I promised I’d never give that look to
another grid worker again!
The important outcome for GT4 at Laguna Seca was it tightened up the points battle. Now Gaviglio
and I had the same number of races, and he picked up points for two 2nd places, behind his old
teammate Blair Boyce on Saturday and Shawn Howard on Sunday. Other notable events at Laguna
Seca were a split start for the GT4 class, Charlie Persico moving up to GT3, and Razvan Sporea
joining the GT4 battle with his ’05 Boxster.
Next was the Triple Crown at Auto Club Speedway in September, and it was a wild rodeo for me.
I managed to find the pothole exiting Turn 3 and bent a wheel, not once, but twice. I’m going to
take John Payne up on his offer to help repair it during the night between races next time we’re
there. The second time was in the Saturday race, when I was running taller tires to try to improve
my gearing for the high-speed oval. That tall tire popped off my left rear flare rebounding from
the pothole. The corner workers politely returned the flare to me after the race. The vibration from
the bent wheel had consequences: my rear window caved in on the final lap at speed on the oval.
Gaviglio didn’t make Saturday’s race, and I had qualified second to Carusillo. But I beat him to the
finish with a last-lap pass when cars lapping us set up a pick in the playground. Sunday was just
as crazy. Carusillo ran 1st in GT4 from pole position until he lost the rear end with traffic in the
playground. Then Gaviglio and I battled it out, swapping places several times in the last few laps,
but luckily I ended up in front.
Are you tired of reading yet? I was tired of running. The difference between racing a championship
season and cherry-picking fun tracks when I had extra time was becoming obvious. So, I checked
with Gaviglio before the Spring Mountain races in October, and he wanted to skip them, too. It’s one
of the most fun tracks on the circuit, and I’ve only gotten to race there once. But I stayed home to
catch up on work around the house and on the car—as well as my budget. Sporea and Richardson
took home the big GT4 points.
It seemed like the race at Chuckwalla in November was upon us in no time. Wheels turned out to
be a factor there, too. Gaviglio had a rear wheel break--but luckily no major damage--and he just
missed a session. I managed to bend two more wheels, missed qualifying, and started Saturday’s
race DFL. I got going pretty well, but Marty Mehterian had a rare but bad accident that red flagged
the race after only four laps, so I was 4th to Gaviglio’s 1st. I had nothing for him, and we found the
linkage on my right rear suspension was loose. DQ and Kevin Roush’s crew got busy and lined it
up with strings, and it was better on Sunday when I qualified 2nd in GT4, about 0.1 sec behind
Gaviglio. He ran a full second faster than me in most of the race laps, though, so I ended where I
started, and the points tightened up. It would come down to the finale at WSIR.
But before the POC finale, I did another PCA Club Race at Buttonwillow. This bears on my POC story
because an off-track excursion at Phil Hill during practice ripped off my splitter and blew up the
front bumper. Again, DQ worked late to get us running for Sunday, but the important work came
when replacing the bumper at GAS Motorsports after the event. They finally got to the root of my
problems and replaced the right rear trailing arm, which was bent. Now we were ready for the
finale at Big Willow.
December 2nd had a full field for GT4 at WSIR with eight
cars. I managed to run my fastest lap ever there, a 1:28.2,
but it was only good enough for the second row. Blair
Boyce was back and turned a 1:25.9 for pole, while Chick
Richardson did a 1:27.9 to fill the front row. GT4 got a split
start but Boyce paused too long between Turns 6 and 7, so
we never got a green flag and were lapped by the leader
before Start-Finish. After a couple of laps under yellow,
the field was black-flagged so we could try again. I got by
Richardson on the restart, but Boyce was gone. Gaviglio
caught and passed me after a few laps and then did a
better job getting through the traffic. I’d make some headway and then lose it all racing GT3 cars
that had slower lap times but were fast where it counted. That’s the main reason I’m not a fan of
split starts, but I also like the tradition of mixed classes in sports car racing.
On Sunday, Michael Essa joined us in his ‘06 Cayman RS, and I qualified 5th behind Boyce,
Richardson, Essa, and Gaviglio. It was a clean split start this time, but Richardson went wide out
of Turn 2, so I was quickly in 4th behind Gaviglio. The next lap, I got a good run out of Turn 9 and
passed him into Turn 1. I was determined to get things done quickly after Saturday’s experience
catching the slower cars in the group that started in front of GT4. I got by some GT3 cars better
than Gaviglio did today, but on the eighth lap I almost threw it all away. I put two wheels off the
outside of Turn 3, and suddenly he was on my tail. I never concentrated harder than I did for the
remaining laps. I used all I’d learned on the track to finish in front of Gaviglio. I was only 3rd in
GT4 that day, but it was another close race with my main competitor for the year. And today, in
our last race of the season, I came out on top and secured the class
championship for 2017.
So, was it worth it? Absolutely, YES. It’s probably no surprise that my
biggest reward was the same that any POC racer will tell you: Getting
to know great people, having fierce competition with them on the track
and wonderful experiences off it. Beside great racing, I’ll remember late
nights busting knuckles under the car with DQ, Jäger shots with the
gang, desert sunsets, full moons, and tequila sunrises. Racing GT4 with
POC in 2017 made memories that will last a lifetime—or at least as long
as those from my POC class N championship 45 years ago in 1972!
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SPECIALTY SUITES - CLUB WORLD OWNER’S, CLUB OCEAN & CLUB SPA
RECEIVE A $300 CREDIT PER PERSON TO SPEND WHILE ONBOARD

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT GRAND PRIX AND OTHER AZAMARA VOYAGES
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL AT:

800.678.8202
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My First Year
with POC
Jim Salzer

I had, by far, experienced the best year of performance driving in 2017 with the POC, even though
it was only my first year in the club. I’d participated in HPDE events in different cars and clubs
previously on and off for about six years. I always had a good time and noticed incremental
improvement in my lap times. In September 2016, I decided to sign up for my first POC event
along with my fellow Porsche friends. This first event was the Triple Crown at Auto Club Speedway
and from the first Time Attack session, I realized that I found what I was looking for. Pitting my
times against others in the same class felt like I had reached another level of competitive high
performance driving. I then knew this next step was where I wanted to go. I decided, on the drive
home, to sign up for some more events. I ended up finishing off the year with Buttonwillow and
Big Willow.
By then, I was hooked and making plans for a full season in 2017. I then talked to my friend, Darin
Moore, who ran the same three events, and we were very close in lap times. With little discussion,
we both agreed that we were all in for 2017 and his son Ryan was going to join us. The plan was
to drive our, basically, stock street cars in Time Attack and to get competitive in our designated
class. I knew that in order to achieve that objective, we needed help to get faster. With this in mind,
I started bugging the fastest driver I could find, Dwain Dement, to give me some tips. Dwain, always
ready to help, agreed to ride with me at Big Willow in February. After only a few laps, he directed
me back to the paddock and gave me a debrief that was much longer than the time we spent on
the track. He took me through a corner-by-corner discussion of what he saw and where he thought
I could use some improvement. It all made a lot of sense, but it was easier said than done and
would involve more practice. However, it gave me a new perspective on my driving techniques
and characteristics. I left that weekend excited at the prospects but frustrated on how to get there.
After watching video of my track sessions from that weekend, I quickly came to realize that my
lap times were staying the same because I was driving the same. I came to the conclusion that
I needed more coaching and track time to make any significant change. Darin and I were on the
same boat, so we talked Dwain into a coaching day the Friday before Buttonwillow in March. The
eye-opening experience came with Dwain driving my GT3. While I thought I was driving fast,
seeing Dwain drive my car to its limit made me realize I could be way faster. He made the car do
things I didn’t know it could do and took corners at a speed that I’d never achieved. For the rest of
that weekend, and rest of the year for that matter, my lap times have steadily improved with help
from Dwain and with some great coaching from fellow POC members such as Brett Gaviglio and
Andrew Dickinson.
That weekend at Buttonwillow also consisted of a Racers’ Clinic. It looked like too much fun
and started to get me thinking about my racing goals and how I was going to achieve them. The
good news was that I have a GT3 and am not going to find a better street car for the track then
that. The bad news was, it was a street car, and I can only go so far with that. Not to mention,
fixing the cosmetic things was getting expensive. Using this logic to rationalize what can never be
rationalized, I started looking at dedicated race cars. That’s when I knew I was a POC member and
there was no going back!
By the next week, I had researched some race ready cars online and started planning and budgeting.
I decided to build a car I wanted rather than buy somebody else’s car. I ended up buying a street
registered 2006 Cayman S from Vision with a blown engine, the perfect predicament for building
a race car. That was March 21st and the objective was to drive it at Tribute to Le Mans weekend
May 20-21. It was an aggressive schedule, to say the least. Vision put in some late nights to make
the deadline and finished the afternoon before test and tune day on Friday, May 19th. It felt like
Christmas morning, pulling into the paddock and seeing my new race car waiting for its first drive.
After the first few laps, I knew that I’d done the right thing. I still can’t stop smiling every time I
drive it. So now that I had a race car, my thoughts started moving towards the obvious, club racing.
I needed more seat time, so I drove the on hottest weekend I can remember (114 degrees!) at
Streets of Willow in June as well as (a much cooler weekend) at Laguna Seca in August, and the
Roval at Triple Crown in September. I began getting comfortable with the new car and three pedals
again after years of paddle shifting.
Going back to the early 1960’s, I remember watching Jackie Stewart, Mario Andretti, Al Unser
and the like racing on TV. I always imagined myself in the driver’s seat. Now with October came
the Racers’ Clinic at Spring Mountain and while I’m not Mario, it was my chance to be the driver.
What a great two days! Going from a Time Attack racer to a Club Racer, with the excitement of the
rolling starts racing against others in close quarters, was all I’d hoped for. Dave Gardner and Dwain
Dement did a great job running the clinic. They kept us busy with plenty of classroom time and on
track exercises that really helped us practice the art of race craft. They also challenged us to be
on time, organized, and focused. All good things to show you’re mentally prepared, focused, and
situationally aware enough to race with others. The weekend concluded with a practice race where
I qualified and finished fourth overall. I graduated by getting a half dot, so I can now practice with
the race group. I am very much looking forward to getting the other half dot at the next Racers’
Clinic, so I can start racing in the GT4 class.
I participated in November at Chuckwalla and the year ending weekend at Willow Springs where
my lap times continued to improve exponentially. With the car and me in one piece, both ready
to go for next year, I consider 2017 a huge success. In large part, that success is due to the club
and the environment it has created. For me, POC offered the events, structure, and growth path
while keeping a focus on safety and having fun. That’s all I can expect from a club and want to
say “Thank You” to the board members and all the volunteers that made the events successful
and have always been ready to help. I made some good friends, enjoyed the camaraderie and
competition, and learned to be a better driver while having a great time. I am so ready for 2018
and as with last year, Darin and Ryan are all in too.
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COMMENTARY ON
MOTOR OILS
FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
by Charles Navaro

The 911 GT3 RS

4.0-liter displacement, six-cylinder horizontally opposed engine,
383kW (520hp) power output, 470Nm torque, 0-62mph in 3.2
seconds, top track speed: 194mph.
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Register NOW for...
BUTTONWILLOW

March 10-11

Second Big Race
weekend on this
awesome track. Also the
first Racers Clinic
of the year
Registration NOW OPEN!

LAS VEGAS BABY!
March 23-25

This will be held on the
OUTSIDE COURSE and the
event is for Racers Only!
Registration NOW OPEN!

CALIFORNIA FESTIVAL
of SPEED
April 20-22

The POC is a always a major
player at the CFOS. Three
days of competion.
Time Attack registration:
cfos.motorsportreg.com
Cup Racing registration:
register.pca.org

TRIBUTE to LeMANS
May 19-20

Our Premier event pitting the
best against the best. Get
your team together and let’s
“have at it”!
Registration OPEN SOON!

2017 Porsche Owners
Club Yearbook
CLICK HERE to get your copy!!

Check Us Out!
Be sure to check out the POC
website for our 2018 schedule of
events and to stay current on PDS,
Time Trial and Cup Racing standings.

And, don’t miss the Official POC
Facebook Page with photos, videos
and comments from our members.

VELOCITY designed by Don Matz Graphics
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